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+441782821863 - https://www.mcdonalds.com/gb/en-gb.html?
cid=RF:YEXT:EXTNET:8261021:Clicks:DIRSYN:

A complete menu of Mcdonald's from Stoke-on-Trent covering all 9 courses and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Mcdonald's:
Viewed 12/06/2022 at 13:30 clock. faster service, courtesy staff, pommes were hot and salty. I cost the meal. big
mac was a bit cold, but overall the experience was good. read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair

accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, and there is no-charge WiFi. If the
weather conditions are right, you can also eat and drink outside. What User doesn't like about Mcdonald's:

Absolute garbage!! The service here is garbage, the food presentation here is garbage, the staff and managers
here are garbage and stick up for each other's downfalls etc. Honestly no exaggeration, around 80-90% of the

time our order is wrong! Missing sauces is the obvious one... missing burgers, chips, wraps etc etc. Terrible... if I
could give it a zero star I would. read more. The comprehensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties greatly

enhances the value of a visit to Mcdonald's, They also present nice South American cuisine to you on the menu.
Meals are usually prepared in the shortest time for you and brought to the table, In the morning they serve a

extensive breakfast here.
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Burger�
BIG MAC

Süße�
MUFFINS

Drink�
BLACK COFFEE

Breade� Specia� Roll�
APPLES

Ho� drink�
TEA

Burger� & Sandwiche�
QUARTER POUNDER WITH CHEESE

Coffe� an� Te�
TOFFEE LATTE

Coffee�
WHITE COFFEE

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CHICKEN

Coffe�
FLAT WHITE

CAPPUCCINO

ESPRESSO

LATTE
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